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Thank:Committee Dr. Baehr, ChairDr. StillDr. Cargile CookDean’s Rep, Dr. Di PoppaFaculty, Colleagues, FriendsExcited to share research todayResponding to student writingTopic of interest/importance to teachers and students
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Results and 
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Implications 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation organization:What drew me to topic (perhaps you can relate?)The questions I sought to answerThe strategies I employed to answerThe results from employing those strategiesWhat this may meanWhat we may doAnd some new questions to answer



Will Hochman

• Mentor

• Friend

• Instigator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before beginningHonor Will Hochman: mentor, friend, and instigatorOriginal diss idea: students/ evaluating multimodal compositionWill: “We study students making multimodal composition, but why aren’t teachers responding multimodally?”



Why Feedback?
Initial curiosity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will raised good questionAs teacher wonderedDo students read it?Do they find it clear?Do they care?Quick fixes or invested in improvement?Could I be doing better? If so, how?Not only my question…



Scholarship
Over a century of literature…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically a focus in field (very first issue of The English Journal, 1912)Barnes 1913; Hitchcock 1912; Holley 1924



Red Ink

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hitchcock’s 1912 article Likens to drug– necessary evil, at times over administered (detriment to student and teacher)



The Can(n)on
Faigley and 
Witte (1981) "Analyzing Response"

Sommers 
(1982) "Responding to Student Writing"

Haswell (1983) “Minimal Marking"

Connors and 
Lunsford 
(1988)

“Frequency of Formal Errors in College Writing, 
or Ma and Pa Kettle Do Research"

White (2007) Assigning, Responding, Evaluating: A Writing 
Teacher's Guide (4 ed.)

Lunsford and 
Lunsford 
(2008)

"'Mistakes Are a Fact of Life': A National 
Comparative Study"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dime tour of influential research and theory (Canon of what every writing teacher should know; Cannon arming us to lob words and well-meaning)Faigley and Witte (1981): Analyzing ResponseInfluentialnotable for its findings concerning the revision practices of inexperienced students, advanced students, and expert adultsbest recognized for the taxonomy of revision developed during the research: parses what is specifically encompassed by lower-order concerns (“Surface Changes”) versus higher-order concerns (“Text-Base Changes”). taxonomy Sommers (1982): Responding to Student WritingNot only for theories of response, but methodological approaches to researchAnalyzed and coded instructor response PLUS interviewed students/teachersidentified two problematic response practices: instructors’ appropriation of student writing and generic, “one size fits all” commentsConnors and Lunsford (1988): “Frequency of Formal Errors in College Writing, or Ma and Pa Kettle Do Research" and�Lunsford and Lunsford (2008): "'Mistakes Are a Fact of Life': A National Comparative Study"Both methods and findingsReviewed and coded hundreds of essays“Twenty Most Common Surface Errors”



Influences Influences

Universal 
Design for 
Learning

User 
Experience 

(UX)

Academic 
Practitioner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Academic PractitionerInterest in intersections of theories of learning, instructional design—not only within my subject matter (UDL)Curious how to measure and evaluate theories in ways that are not simply usable, but enjoyable (UX)



How can I/we do 
feedback better?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can I/we make feedback better?



Research 
Questions

How are instructors currently providing 
feedback to students (what media, 
content, and style)?

What experiences with and expectations 
for feedback do students have?

How do students typically interact with 
feedback? 

How might the medium of the feedback 
impact its usability, and why?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are we doing?How are instructors currently providing feedback to students (what media, content, and style)?How do students feel about this?What experiences with and expectations for feedback do students have?How are students responding?How do students typically interact with feedback? Are there other factors beyond content and style?How might the medium of the feedback impact its usability, and why?Original plan: to research UDL strategies (multiple means of representation, expression, engagement), specifically comparing screencast feedback (veedback).Because research is messy, didn’t happen (more on that later)



Methodology and 
Methods

Theories about and strategies for 
answering questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impact of academic practitioner and inquiry into theories of learning  Mixed methods of Usability



Composing as 
UX Research 

and Evaluation

“The basic tenet of technical 
communication is user analysis. 
Everything starts with the end user."

Redish and Barnum (2011), 
“Overlap, Influence, Intertwining: The Interplay of UX and 

Technical Communication”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Realization: Audience centered  User-centered (what is peer review, anyway?)



User 
Experience

Quesenbery’s
5Es

Efficient

Engaging

EffectiveEasy to 
Learn

Error 
Tolerant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to measure (Whitney Quesenbery’s 5Es)Effective: Major points—both criticisms and praise— are clear to students. Efficient: Students have sufficient information concerning their writing without information overload. Feedback does not require repeated review (e.g., scrolling through either video or pages) to develop a revision strategy.Error Tolerant: Students have a clear and accurate understanding of the content and the concepts of feedback; if there are misunderstandings, students will be able to identify these events and adjust accordingly, if not initially, in the development of the revision plan.Easy to Learn: As feedback can be considered both a genre and a type of interface, students should be able to learn how to navigate and comprehend feedback—regardless of medium— with ease. Engaging: Students feel satisfied with the feedback provided (even if some or much of the feedback is negative). Students feel that they can successfully develop a revision strategy.



Strategies

Garrett (2002): The 
Elements of User 
Experience: User-

Centered Design for the 
Web and Beyond

Quesenbery (2002): 
"Using the 5Es to 

Understand Users"

Redish (2007): 
"Expanding Usability 
Testing to Evaluate 
Complex Systems"

Still and Koerber (2010): 
"Listening to Students: A 

Usability Evaluation of 
Instructor Commentary"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to research and analyze itRedish (2007): ComplexityWhat happens when it’s not so straightforward?Feedback—differing fundamental developer strategies and user goalsTime constraintsNo right answer?Not as clearly defined because learning isn’t spoon feedingHow do we test and evaluate?



Methods: Basis

• Still and Koerber (2010)
• User-centered
• Complexity
• Further Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still & Koerber (2010)Inspiration and Guide for my researchMethods, survey questions, post test interviewObserved writers reviewing feedback and revisingAs usability, focused on usersAcknowledged the issues of complexityCalled for further research with increased use of digital/in-text commenting



Methods: 
Research 
Design

Instructors

• Nationwide
• Survey

• TTU ENGL 2311
• Survey

Students

• TTU ENGL 2311
• Survey

• User Testing 
Participants
• Survey

• Learning Styles 
Inventory

• User Testing:
• Observation
• TAP
• Artifacts

• Interview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learn from both the creators and end usersInstructors: Both nationwide and subset of TTU ENGL 2311 InstructorsInsight into practice, perceptions of the efficiency and effectivenessStudents: ENGL 2311 students plus subset of user testing participants What they have come to expect and how they feel that works for them, but also:What they are actually working withHow they work with itHow they may be thinking and feeling while in the processBelieve would be best for them



Research 
Questions 

and 
Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sankey diagram: not only pretty. Demonstrates how each method/strategy provides multiple data points to responding to the research questions.



Results and 
Analysis

Lots of data. Now what?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collected A LOT of data



Instructors
National Instructor Survey and TTU ENGL 2311 Instructor Survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For semi-brevity, will move somewhat quickly through some slides that deal with demographicsProviding to demonstrate due diligenceFocusing on key findings



National 
Instructor 

Survey
(n=69)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
69 total participants (67 completed) representing each state and PR.



TTU ENGL 2311 
Instructors

39%
of the population7 out of 18 

participated 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TTU: 7 (low, but was 39% of population) (PS: I didn’t participate)



Experience Teaching Comp/Tech Writing/WID

National Instructors

4
6%

9
13%

22
32%

34
49%

less than 2 years

2-5 years

6-10 years

11+ years

ENGL 2311 Instructors

2
28%

2
29%

3
43%

less than 2 years

2-5 years

6-10 years

11+ years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teaching Experience: 49/43% 11+ yearsTTU: Given GPTIs, not surprising that over half had taught five years or fewer



Frequency of Media

National Instructors ENGL 2311 Instructors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How are instructors responding to student writing?Nationally, more instructors hand write with greater frequency than at TTUdigital text is a standard practice Use of multimedia is at best rare nationally—not done at TTUOther: often referred to conferencing 



"I spend a manageable and appropriate amount of 
time commenting and evaluating each 
assignment“
National Instructors ENGL 2311 Instructors

n=12, 18%

n=8, 12%

n=35, 52%

n=12, 18%

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree

n=12, 42%

n=2, 7%n=3, 10%

n=12, 41%

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do Instructors find the process efficient?High levels Strongly agree/agree… “Yeahbut…”—comments



Manageable and Appropriate?

“It takes forever and a day for me to give feedback 
that I think is useful and useable — and that 
addresses higher order concerns. Noting grammar 
errors is easy; pointing out that paragraphs are out 
of order, explaining why the order doesn't work, 
and suggesting an alternative without telling a 
student what to do is not easy. Not at all.”

NIS Respondent #62

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“It takes forever and a day for me to give feedback that I think is useful and useable — and that addresses higher order concerns. Noting grammar errors is easy; pointing out that paragraphs are out of order, explaining why the order doesn't work, and suggesting an alternative without telling a student what to do is not easy. Not at all.” NIS Respondent #62



“I believe my students are able to apply the 
feedback to revision and/or subsequent 
assignments”
National Instructors ENGL 2311 Instructors

Strongly Agree, n=11, 

Agree, n=47, 70%

Neither Agree nor Disagree, n= 7, 
11%

Disagree, n=2, 3%

Agree, n=6, 86%

Neither Agree nor Disagree, n= 1, 
14%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do Instructors find the process effective?Yes, with an asterisk



Understand and Apply?

“The previous question asking if I think students 
*understand* and *use* feedback, it is hard to 
tell. I hope so and I know some students come to 
my office hours to ask for clarification. My 
assumption is that if students do not ask for help, 
they understand.”
TTU ENGL 2311 Instructor Survey Respondent #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The previous question asking if I think students *understand* and *use* feedback, it is hard to tell. I hope so and I know some students come to my office hours to ask for clarification. My assumption is that if students do not ask for help, they understand.”TTU ENGL 2311 Instructor Survey Respondent #2Level of uncertainty as to effectiveness, error tolerance



Students
ENGL 2311 Student Survey and User Testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both populations were ENGL 2311 (intro tech writing) students, but to distinguish, calling ENGL 2311 and User test participants



ENGL 2311 Student Survey Demographics

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2311 Students: 58 completed (options to skip questions)Age: 18-28, with 60% of respondents (n=36) aged 19-21. Gender: More than half of the respondents were femaleClass standing: Largest percentage juniors (42%), sophomores and seniors accounting for 28% and 30% respectively 



User Testing Participant Demographics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
User testing participants: 16Age: 19-24, with 75% (n=12) aged 19-21. Gender: evenly divided between males and females. Class Standing: Mostly sophomores (43%) and juniors (38). Three participants were seniors (19%). 



How many college-level writing courses have you 
taken (including those currently enrolled)?vey: 
Writing Courses
ENGL 2311 Student Survey User Testing Participants

One, 2, 3%

Two, 7, 11%

Three, 33, 54%

Four, 11, 18%

Five, 4, 7%

Seven or more, 4, 
7% One, 1, 6%

Two, n=3, 19%

Three, n=9, 56%

Four, n=2, 13%

Seven or more, n=1, 
6%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Writing Courses Taken Third (54/56%)Logical (Prereqs of 1301/1302 comp sequence)Assumed experience with writing feedback



Media for Receiving Feedback

ENGL 2311 Student Survey User Testing Participants
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Handwritten

Embedded Text

Audio

Video
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Other

Respondents

0 5 10 15

Handwritten

Digital Text

Audio

Video
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Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experience with Feedback (media)Handwritten for most (86/81%)Digital for many (64/75%)Conferencing (28/31%) A/V Slim to noneOther? (Claims hadn’t gotten)



Of the types of feedback listed, whether you have received feedback in this form or 
not, which do you think would be most effective for you as a writer?

ENGL 2311 Student Survey User Testing Participants

Most Effective
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Presentation Notes
What they think would be best?Go with what you know?HandwrittenTied for second: Conference and Digital/Embedded textAudio and Video last



Errors and 
Directions?

“I find that when an 
instructor states directly 
what I did wrong and 
how I could improve 
that is the easiest way 
for me to improve my 
writing skills.”

ENGL 2311 Student 
Survey Participant #52

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StyleNot asked directly“I find that when an instructor states directly what I did wrong and how I could improve that is the easiest way for me to improve my writing skills” (ENGL 2311 Student Survey Participant #52).User goal: identify error. Ease is directness



User Testing
English 2311 Students at Texas Tech University

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sweet sixteenInstructor 1 (nine)Instructor 3 (three) Instructor 2 and Instructor 4 (two each). 



Scenario

As a student in English 2311, you have recently 
completed an assignment and your instructor has 
provided feedback. Various tasks will show up on 
the screen before you; please complete the tasks 
requested, explaining what you're doing out loud 
while you're doing it. If at any time you need the 
task repeated, let me know and I will repeat the 
task description for you. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario: Real world. You submitted an assignment and the instructor has given it back with comments. Now what?



Tasks

Access instructor’s 
feedback on the 
job application 
assignment

1
Review the 
feedback

2
Compose a 
revision list based 
on the instructor’s 
commentary

3
Prioritize list in 
order of 
importance

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Users were asked to complete four tasks: access their instructor’s feedback on the job application assignment, review the feedback, compose a revision list based on their instructor’s commentary, and then prioritize that list in order of importance. 



Data Collected

• Time on Task

• Talk Aloud Statements [transcribed/coded]

• Video/Screen Capture [coded]

• Artifacts
• Graded Submission [coded]
• Rubric
• Initial Revision Plan [coded]
• Prioritized Revision Plan [coded]

• Interview [transcribed/coded]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data collected:ToT/Mouse movementTalk AloudVideo/Screen captureArtifactsPost-test Interview



Task 1: Access

User 01 User 02 User 03 User 04 User 05 User 06 User 07 User 08 User 09 User 10 User 11 User 12 User 13 User 14 User 15 User 16
Time 2.35 1.99 0.99 1.29 0.68 1.15 0.65 1.71 1.09 1.84 1 0.9 1.42 1.14 1.4 0.89
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Task 1: Time on Task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your instructor has finished grading your assignment, and you want to access the feedback.  Go to Blackboard and access your assignment. Please talk aloud about what you are doing as you go through each step. (last part repeated for each task)Start off with something easy, right?Normal workflow; expected this to be quick/straightforwardNote times: hovering around 1 minute, except for 4 u



404: Feedback Not Found

Not 
Graded

Users 1 & 2

Not 
Visible

Users 8 & 13

No 
Feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First surprise: 404U1 and U2: Not graded (it happens) (Instructor 3)U8 and U13: Graded, not viewable. (Instructor 2)Only one to provide screencastDifficulty and confusion using Bb 



“If [Instructor 
1] could have 

elaborated 
more.”

—User 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second Surprise, aka a code emergedLooking for comments? Click on the speech bubble iconOnly Feedback to learner—not annotated text “Good job here. I think you can add a bit more detail with your job descriptions so that your skills really “pop” for your audience”User 6: “If [Instructor 1] could have elaborated more.”They did. Prompted user to poke around a bit.Blackboard Interface (code)



Task 2: Review

User 03 User 04 User 05 User 06 User 07 User 09 User 10 User 11 User 12 User 14 User 15 User 16
Time 9.617 5.157 2.364 13.357 2.569 4.66 20.709 9.094 8.514 1.068 8.682 3.66
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Task 2: Time on Task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then there were twelve: needed to have feedback to complete the next three tasks.You want to review your instructor's feedback on the assignment—his/her comments. Review your instructor's comments on the assignment; if you'd like, you can take notes using the pen and paper provided. Normal/ but high range were higher complexity/ Users 14 & 16 (Instructor 4): Not complex



Less than a Minute?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students embed comments in their submissions indicating having met criteria



Instructor 
Notations: 
Complexity
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grammar 2543461511
structure 261223264
style 36277175113

Instructor Notation Types Per User Submission

content design genre grammar structure style

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complexity of CommentingSubmission Coding:Content: Concerns such issues as support, evidence, and developmentDesign: Concerns page layout, use of headings, color, graphics, alignment, navigation, and other visual elementsGenre: Concerns reader expectations or norms concerning information included in and placement of information in resumes and cover lettersGrammar: Concerns proper usage, punctuation, and mechanicsStructure: Concerns overall document organization as well as logical development within sections, paragraphs, and sentencesStyle: Concerns tone, diction, and concisenessComprehensive: General evaluation of submission, e.g., “good job.”Averages13.3 written comments on their assignments But21.6 statement types and direct edits such as insertions and deletionsan approximate ratio of 1.5 statement types per comment.Variations in time: multiple types of information contained within each comment 



“I literally hate the 
layout of this page.”

“I don't know what part of the assignment 
[Instructor 1 is] talking about” (User 10) 

“So right now I'm trying to figure out what 
comments go with what page. . . I'm just a little 
bit confused because I can't see exactly what 
[Instructor 1 is] pointing to on this” (User 3)

“I tried to access before but I couldn't easily 
figure out how to look at my comments and 
stuff, but [Instructor 1] told us to push that 
aside [referencing grading panel] to look at it.” 
(User 11)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
InterfaceMultiple columns and unintuitive icons“I literally hate the layout of this page” (U 15)Looking at screenshotMultiple columnsNot sure what x-ing out will do (grades at stake)Hard to seeClicking on comment doesn’t have obvious effect“So right now I'm trying to figure out what comments go with what page. . . I'm just a little bit confused because I can't see exactly what [Instructor 1 is] pointing to on this” (User 3). Led to Scrollin, scrollin, scrollinUser 10 scrolled back and forth horizontally 12 times within one minute. 



Task 2: Interface

Of users expressed 
difficulty and 
frustration due to 
Blackboard interface

75%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During Task 2, the majority of participants (75%, n=9) expressed difficulty and frustration reviewing the assignment because of the Blackboard interface.



Responses to Response
Category Description Example
Agreement User stated instructor 

comment was valid and/or 
useful.  

“Well that's a good 
suggestion. Page 
numbers.” (User 15)

Disagreement User stated instructor 
comment was incorrect or 
did not take all factors into 
consideration.

“[Instructor 1] said to put 
it in one column, but if i 
did it would be too long.” 
(User 4)

Hindsight User either recognized 
issue after submitting the 
assignment, or made what 
they considered a 
“thoughtless” error 
because of inadequate 
proofreading.

“Where it says to include 
Mr.—I think I could have 
automatically have done 
that.” (User 6)

Confusion User did not understand 
the issue the instructor 
noted.

“I don't know what that 
means.” (User 11)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responding to ResponseInstructor 4’s students made no commentsRemaining 10: 64 statements AgreementDisagreementHindsightConfusion40% made at least one “Hindsight” statement, meaning that they had noticed the issue after submitting the assignment and before viewing the commented-upon submission.



Responses to Response (Examples)

Agreement
Instructor Comment User 10 Response

“Put the specific number 
of years you've worked 
with these organizations.”

“adding specific years 
helps with credibility”

“I think this is a good 
point to make, but let's 
make it about the 
employer rather than 
you.”

“have to say how they will 
benefit... so makes sense 
to me”

“I'm not sure I understand 
the word ‘manually’ in 
this context. Did you do 
the work manually?”

“I agree. The phrasing is 
unclear.”

Disagreement
Instructor Comment User 9 Response

“Perhaps you can break 
up your last paragraph 
and provide more 
evidence.”

“I don't like to gloat for 
myself, even when trying 
to get a job.”

“I think we need to work 
on design to make the 
resume more readable.”

“Doesn't really matter, 
because design’s not 
necessary to the job.”

“Also, make sure each 
item you have on the 
resume is important to 
the position you are 
applying for.”

“[Instructor 1]'s saying a 
lot of stuff I have in my 
thing isn't relevant to my 
job, but it is.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over half of those statements (33) indicated agreement with the instructorMajority (70%, or seven of the ten) expressed agreement with at least half of the comments received. Three users (30%) made proportionally higher statements of disagreement than agreement. 



Confusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ConfusionOne word statements or directivesUser 6 had a bullet point reading “Received education of how to work treatments and rehabs” in his resume; Instructor 1 placed a point comment over the incorrect preposition “of” and commented “on.” In reviewing the comment, User 6 stated “there's one that just says ‘on’ and I’m not too sure what that means.” User 12’s resume had an additional line break between two bullet points; Instructor 1’s comment was “spacing.” User 12 did not notice the additional line, stating, “Spacing... I don't know what [Instructor 1] wants for the spacing.”Given the statements expressing confusion or disagreement, the question arose of what participants would consider necessary actions to revise their work. The following task sought to answer that question.



Task 3: Create

User 03 User 04 User 05 User 06 User 07 User 09 User 10 User 11 User 12 User 14 User 15 User 16
Minutes 4.09 3.87 1.79 10.19 4 3.04 1.84 9.04 14.23 1.61 5.8 4.135
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Task 3: Time on Task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming you are planning to revise your assignment, what do you think you need to do? Using MS Word, write up your plan for revision. You can refer to the feedback as often as you like. Not necessarily natural, but more formal version of “brain work”Time: Varied widely, but usually in alignment with number of notation typesOrder: Sequential with instructor comments; some condensing of multiple issues.



Revision Lists

Global

User 10
1.I am going to take care of the grammar in my 

sentences
2.I am going to organize the resume in a more 

chronological order.
3.I am going to read it loud to myself that way I will 

make sure the sentence are still good after the 
revision

Sequential

User 15
• Checklist for Resume Revisions: 

• Refer to Feedback
• Fix Name
• Possibly use a different font for my resume
• Add page #’s
• Fix Dollar Signs

• Checklist for Cover Letter:
• Spacing- 1.5 
• Font 
• Change Intro Paragraph 
• Try and break up 1st paragraph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Style: One thematic; most “to do” listsUser 10 Example of global revision list: User 10I am going to take care of the grammar in my sentencesI am going to organize the resume in a more chronological order.I am going to read it loud to myself that way I will make sure the sentence are still good after the revisionUser 15 example of sequential revision list: User 15Checklist for Resume Revisions: Refer to FeedbackFix NamePossibly use a different font for my resumeAdd page #’sFix Dollar SignsChecklist for Cover Letter:Spacing- 1.5 Font Change Intro Paragraph Try and break up 1st paragraph



Task 4: Prioritize

User 03 User 04 User 05 User 06 User 07 User 09 User 10 User 11 User 12 User 14 User 15 User 16
Minutes 2.24 2.48 1 6.43 2.4 1.79 1.4 6.53 5.15 0.51 6.09 0.53
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Task 4: Time on Task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the plan you've just created, what do you think is most important and should be done first? Second? Set up your plan in order of importanceNormal? Typically revision is an Evaluation of ROI. Systematic revision takes time and energy. Way to determine if time/energy not the issue, what would students think?



What Was Most Important?

• Top for 5 usersGrammar

• Top for 3 usersDesign

• Top for 2 usersContent

• Top for 1 userStyle

• Top for 1 userStructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Priority: Grammar (top for 5); Design (for 3); Content (for 2); Style and Structure (top for 1 each)Lower order?



Rationale

Grammar
“fix punctuation errors” because punctuation 
errors made his job application appear 
“unprofessional.” (User 15)

Structure
“create clear and concise claims for all 
paragraphs…because that was, I think, the 
biggest issue [Instructor 1] had.” “The job 
letter is the first thing they [employers] see, 
so that makes the good impression.” (User 7)

Design
“Design, more unique.” “Design can make it 
stand out or be like everyone else’s.” (User 9)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why: audience and purpose.  “fix punctuation errors” because the punctuation errors made his job application appear “unprofessional.” “create clear and concise claims for all paragraphs” not only because instructor issue, but “The job letter is the first thing they [employers] see, so that makes the good impression.” And instructor “mentioned in class that the resume doesn’t get time” (meaning as close attention).User 9 noted that the instructor mentioned design frequently in the comments, and her first list item was “Design, more unique.” Her reason? “Design can make it stand out or be like everyone else’s.”Rhetorical choices: ethos (audience centered)



Interviews

• What makes instructor comments 
useful or usable?

• What specifically did this 
instructor do that made the 
comments useful or usable?

• What makes instructor comments 
not useful or unusable?

• What specifically did this 
instructor do that made the 
comments not useful or 
unusable?

• Is there such a thing as too many 
comments?

• What is the best way for an 
instructor to comment on your 
writing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still and Koerber’s questions as to perceptions of usability of instructor commentsAsked about number of commentsQuestioned what users thought were the best feedback practices for them as learners.



Usable Commentary Is…
Specific
• Explicit directives
• Modeling
• Pointing to resources

Positive
• Moves that matter
• Encouraging, even if 

error

Meaningful/ 
Meaning-full
• Context
• Plain language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usable Commentary Is:SpecificExplicit directivesModeling[Instructor 1] was really descriptive in what could have been done better, and [Instructor 1] also put things— like there was a sentence part that [Instructor 1] said to change to make better, and [Instructor 1] actually put an idea of how I could change it, like [Instructor 1] put in example of what I could have put specifically there that would have been a little bit better. (User 4)Pointing to resourcesPositiveMoves that matterEncouraging, even if errorI liked how [Instructor 1] pointed out good things as well as things that could be worked on because…if it's more criticism, then I kind of stop listening and stop reading, and so it's good that [Instructor 1] put some good things in there also, because it made me feel good about the paper and makes me feel good about my writing. [User 3]Meaningful/ Meaning-fullContextPlain language



Unusable Commentary Is…

Unclear
• Vague/ one word
• Jargon

Not situated
• Why?

Broad
• CBA

Negative
• Condescending
• Condemning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unusable Commentary Is:UnclearVague/ one wordJargonNot situated“Why was it good so I can keep doing good, or why was it bad so that I can improve so that it looks better?” (User 5)BroadCBANegativeCondescendingCondemning“Um, I don't think it's helpful for an instructor to be like. "this is like the worst piece of writing I've ever seen." I don't know, I think comments like that [are] really unnecessary. I feel like you could say… "Hey, kiddo! This wasn't your best work, but here is what we can do to fix it, and here's what we can do to get you back on the right track!" But I feel if you're going to demean me, or if you're gonna belittle me in some sort of way…I think that’s stupid (user 15)



Quality, Not Quantity

Many comments 
Anxiety

But…
• If detailed and productive, 

“then you can’t have too 
many, as long as they’re 
healthy” (User 5).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too Many Comments?Yes. Too many  Anxiety (scourge of red ink)But if detailed and productive, “then you can’t have too many, as long as they’re healthy” (User 5)Users 7, 9 and 15 volunteered the “choice” range: 5-10 comments per page



Medium Matters

Digital
• Connection
• Ease of reading

3

Handwritten
• Visual
• Tangible

4

Conferencing
• Immediacy
• Clarification
• Follow up

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Best Ways?All of the usable commentary strategies, plus mediumDigital best according to 3 for connection to content and ease of readingHandwritten according to 4 users: liked the visual and tangible nature (tactile)Face-to-Face Conferencing by far considered best (7 users): It was immediate, allowed for clarification and follow-up questions



Questions Answered

How are instructors 
providing feedback?

Medium: Digital or 
Handwritten

Higher-/Lower- Order 
Addressed Equally

Positive or neutral

Student Experience 
and Expectations

Medium: 
Handwritten

Preference: 
Handwritten (survey) 

and Conferencing 
(interview) 

Student Interaction

Sequential

To Do List

Affected by tone

Medium and 
Usability

Blackboard UI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Medium: digital or handwritten. Higher and lower order typically addressed equally. Instructor comments ranged from one-word corrections to brief explanations. Individual styles varied as far as tone, with generally neutral or positive comments.What experiences with and expectations for feedback do students have?Students who participated in the survey and in user testing have mostly received handwritten feedback, with some experience with digital embedded text and conferencing. They have little to no experience with audio or video response. This population prefers handwritten comments to all other media, though they consider digital embedded text and instructor conferencing to be nearly as effective.How do students typically interact with feedback?As would be expected, test participants moved sequentially through their instructor’s comments. Many considered the individual comments to be a “to do list” for correction, but in prioritizing their to do lists, they tended to make choices based on their analysis of audience needs and expectations.�Test participants found the (often perceived) instructor’s tone to be a major factor in how they received the feedback. Comments that were interpreted as attacking or negative elicited defensive, even resistant, responses from students.How might the medium of the feedback impact its usability (how effective, efficient, engaging, error tolerant, and easy to learn it is for students), and why?The findings from this study indicate that Blackboard—the medium used by English 2311 instructors—impacted the usability of feedback for test participants. Difficulty with access and navigation affected efficiency, effectiveness, and even engagement. 



Implications and 
Applications

So what?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
rethink some of my practices and adopt some new strategies



Takeaways

Organization 
and Content

1
Style

2
Media

3
Pedagogical|UX 
Negotiation

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combination of directives, suggestions, and theoriesAreas:Organization and content.Style:.MediaPedagogical|UX negotiation



Organization and 
Content

• Toulmin Method (claim, evidence, 
warrant)

• Context
• Rationale

• Critique, not criticism
• Honor author’s autonomy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employing a strategy like the Toulmin Method (claim, evidence, and warrant) for response can be more useful to students than one-word notes or corrections. reduce confusionmay guide students to understand the strategies that more sophisticated writers employ Instructor response should be a critique, not solely criticism. note the strengths, not just the weaknesses—and understand the “why” of either evaluation. Just noting “good!” is as unhelpful as marking an “X” for error. study participants tended to be dismissive of generic positive statements, finding little value in them. Context is key.Riffing off Sommers: indicate suggestions or preferences as such. Recognize the writer’s autonomy to make choices—choices that the instructor might not have made, but valid choices all the same. By acknowledging that some comments come not from an authoritarian grader but an engaged reader, students gain by learning how to appeal to audiences who actually want to read their communication.



Style

• Humor doesn’t translate well

• Perceptions as to negativity

• Perceptions as to judgment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students go in defensive.Feedback should be positive, but humor may be misinterpreted. 



Media

• UDL (Reception, Expression, Engagement) 
• Possibilities:

• Mini-conferences
• Comprehensive Screencast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given that tone (perceived or otherwise) affects reception and application of feedback, it is worthwhile pursuing other formats for providing response. Different media, such as veedback or conferencing, may be employed in place of or in conjunction with traditional text commentary. UDL principles support (representation, expression, engagement)Time? balance pedagogical goals with achievable praxis, consider such options as mini-conferences and a comprehensive/holistic video.mini-conference (piloted) 5-10-minute one-on-one conference with a student or student project groupreview the submission together. held during office hours or during class in a quiet corner of the classroom (great for flipped classrooms). Optional Ensure privacy and confidentiality do not state numerical or letter grades during the conference; instead, rubric reviewPrior to meeting, I make brief comments on the submission as memory points for discussion. Conversational/ note taking encouragedStudents select the level of proficiency they believe they’ve achieved for each rubric section.If serious disagreement, we may discuss further, but surprisingly, after these conferences, the students tend to evaluate their work realistically—perhaps because they better understand how the rubric components work together in determining their grade. Benefits:face-to-face interaction that many prefer, fewer misinterpretations of instructor tone, immediate clarification if a concept is unclear, greater understanding of how their grades are calculated, coming out of the conferences with greater confidence as to what they have done well and why as well as knowing where they can improve and the steps they can take to do so. Assignment-specific comprehensive screencastsummary-type commentary directed to a class is not an original idea; I first learned about this ten years ago from a colleague who was using PowerPoints to this end in her online classes. From research:believe that comprehensive feedback communicated through video would provide students with a more effective, efficient, and engaging way to interact with commentary. uses deidentified examples of student writing in the screencast,students can see simultaneously see instances of and hear explanations concerning error as well as successful strategiesalso more efficient; while it may cover broader issues, it provides a few concrete examples with explanation as to benefits and drawbacks, rather than pointing out each instance in a student submission. tone and learning styles the study: video is more engaging to multiple users. It has the potential to provide more conversational commentary, can appeal to both active and reflective learners, and accommodates visual and auditory learning styles. 



Pedagogy

• Terminology
• Best Practices
• Challenge
• Independence

Pedagogical|UX Negotiation

UX

•Ease
•Directness
•Completion
•Grades

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final takeaway is one that may be the most difficult to work through, but for me, is the most important given this research: the goals and methods of a learning environment may be in direct conflict with the student-as-user’s goals and preferred practices. These differences can at best be negotiated within certain parameters, but they truly cannot be resolved. In the simplest, most direct terms, instructors must integrate not only the subject matter but the learning environment into their pedagogy. Instructor Goals and User Goals DifferInstructor:Student application of course concepts and material (short- and long-term)Student retention of course concepts and material (short- and long-term)Student achievement of course outcomes (long-term and cumulative; quantifiable)Students:Passing or higher assignment and course grades (short-term)Application in future classes (mid-range)Application in career (long-term)My viewpoint is not judgmental of either the ideologies of academe or the at times transactional perspectives of students; recognition that the language, perhaps even the very goals, of UX will not neatly correspond to pedagogy and praxis. concept includes notions of complexity in usability studies, at its heart is a dissonance between “product” and “user” goals. For this reason, I believe that instructors must engage in negotiation between pedagogy and UX in the classroom in general, and in feedback specifically. let me make it clear what it is not: it is not “dumbing down” or “spoon feeding.” a prioritization of the essential competencies instructors aim for students to achieve in a coursean analysis of the methods and the means that will either facilitate or hinder achieving those competencies. For students, this negotiation may be more difficult to encourage, as grades will still take precedence. In terms of this study, most important:Teach the technologyTechnology is entrenched in pedagogy and praxis. Negotiation the LMS interface is not “my” subject matter, if students cannot access comments either because of my language or because of the technology (or both), neither of us are achieving our goals in the class.How:Educate yourself (student preview mode in Blackboard)Demonstrate to students/ walk throughCreate a fact sheet/video train students how to access, review, and respond to feedback. Class demo: may be effective in moment; may not be easy to learn or memorable. Recognize that the interface may change with upgrades or updates. In January 15, 2018, Blackboard discontinued the Crocodoc API for inline grading, replacing it with Box (Blackboard, 2018). While Box’s interface is slightly less cluttered (there is no comment column taking up space), new problems have been introduced. Box does not consistently render the reviewed assignment in Chrome. Furthermore, the annotated file cannot be downloaded. Resistant?technology’s potential to hinder students from achieving the aims of the course, and subsequently, the students’ achievement of their goals. resource benefits both students and instructors (that drug of red ink not squandered in vain)I would rather my students focus their time and mental energies on the feedback I have labored to create for them; I do not want them expending most of their time and energy trying to figure out the interface that is providing feedback, just as I would not want them to be struggling to decipher my handwriting on a printed essay.  Put the cognitive load where it’s due.If I can simplify that aspect of the process for students, they can better achieve the goals of the course.



Further Research
Questions lead to some answers and even 
more questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LimitationsFindings suggestive, not conclusivesmall and focused sample size, primarily representing instructors and students in one class at one institution.one instructor’s feedback and students were disproportionately represented in the study, comprising 75% of the users tested. 



Bigger, Better, 
Faster, More

• Limitations = Opportunities
• Diverse populations

• Regional and institutional cultures
• Different classes
• Multiple modes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Limitations Equal OpportunitiesReplicate (as my study was based on Still and Koerber’s 2010 research) at other institutions, in other regions, with different classes and more diverse populations. Doing so would help determine what (if any) inconsistencies exist and may shed insight into different regional and institutional cultures in this regard. As well, I would like to see the initial research goals of this dissertation achieved: to comparatively evaluate the usability of different media for feedback.



New Questions

• Conferencing
• Retention (Memorability)

• UX and Learning Styles

• Adjunctification
• Workload
• Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This research in and of itself has raised other questions worthy of exploration. ConferencingGiven the preference for conferencing, is it more effective? Is it memorable? Can this be successfully achieved in online synchronous or asynchronous classes?UX and Learning Styles: Given the lack of conclusive data concerning the relationship between individual learning styles and classroom practice, more focused research analyzing the UX of feedback media in terms of learning styles could be a fruitful endeavor. Adjunctification:Workload of writing classes is immenseIncreased freeway facultyHow does this affect innovation in teaching, especially for adjuncts?Unable to try out a “new thing” (Screencast) because of workload



WARNING
• FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS MAY CHANGE

• NEW DATA, NEW TECHNOLOGIES= NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES, NEW PROBLEMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with all pedagogy and praxis, my findings and recommendations resulting from this study are subject to change. The adaptation of new or yet-undiscovered technologies may bring about new approaches; generational shifts in both the student and instructor populations may affect learning and communication styles. 



Students As Users = Students Can Teach Us

… if we invite them to

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key, however, is to be receptive to what students communicate to us as to effective strategies and styles, and honor that learning is not a one-sided lecture, but a multi-path conversation.



Questions?
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